Department of History of Art and Architecture
Major Concentration in Architectural Studies

The concentration in Architectural Studies requires the completion of 11 courses with a grade of C or higher in each course. The required courses will provide students with a broad knowledge of architecture and the skills and knowledge required to pursue professional studies in architecture.

The following courses are required by all Architectural Studies concentrators:

**Architectural History**
CAS AH 201: Understanding Architecture
CAS AH 205: Introduction to Architectural History
CAS AH 398: 20\textsuperscript{th} Century Architecture

**Architectural Technology**
CAS MA 123: Elementary Calculus
CAS PY 105: Elementary Physics
CAS AH 580: Architectural Technology and Materials

**Art**
CFA AR 193: Visual Arts: Drawing I; OR CFA AR 131 or 132: Drawing I

One of the following courses:
CFA AR 297: Sculpture I CFA AR 121: Sculpture I
CFA AR 389: Graphic Design CFA AR 280: Introduction to Graphic Design
CFA AR 295: Painting I CFA AR 141: Painting I
CFA AR 246: Introduction to Photography

**Senior Capstone Seminar**
One seminar course (usually 400- or 500-level) on an architectural topic.

**Electives**
Two courses on architectural topics, chosen in consultation with and advisor. May include courses in preservation, art, engineering, art history, or other departments.